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To provide the
Economic
Development,
Tourism and Event
Management
Committee an
update on the Arts
Advisory Board’s
activities

1
Our Goals

To request that City
Council commit funds
to hire a Public Art
Adviser for a 6-month
contract ($30,000) to
Identify public art
funding sources,
conduct research and
analyze other city’s
approaches to public
art, and create a multi-
year Public Art plan of
action

To request that City
Council make Public
Art one of its priorities
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The Imagine Charlottetown campaign was an initiative of the Arts Advisory
Board that provided a platform for residents to submit their own ideas for
public art in Charlottetown.
The goal was to create an “Idea Bank” to inspire future public art projects.
The campaign’s success paired with a well-attended event in 2020 was a
true testament to the keen interest for increasing the amount of public art
in Charlottetown.
A few ideas of the most requested public art projects included:

Arts and cultural initiatives provide value to communities. They:
Help groups unite around a collective identity;
Build the reputation of a community to make it more attractive for
investment, population recruitment, and retention;
Provide social benefits in areas like education, health, and mental health;
Contribute to economic growth by driving tourism and encouraging
innovation.

Close to 2,000 people on PEI make their primary living in the arts and
culture sector, contributing over $200 million to provincial GDP. This
number is growing every year.

There are many concerns about the vitality of Downtown Charlottetown
after COVID-19.
The transition to working from home and a decrease in tourism will impact
local businesses.
Public art can aid in keeping the downtown vigorous and ensure
Charlottetown becomes a resilient destination to visit and live.

Summary of Imagine Charlottetown (Page 4 and Appendix A):

o  Large murals
o  Urban furniture in parks
o  Lighting installations
o  And more! (See Page 2 and Appendix A for full report)
 

Strategic Investment in Charlottetown’s Value Proposition
(Page 5):

 
An Attractive City = Economic Development (Page 6):

Report Summary
Small, progressive cities are making public art a priority with:

Dedicated employees
Annual funding
Levies
Strategic leveraging to bring in more funding
Private-public partnerships

Public art is an opportunity to recognize members of the community who
are undercelebrated, including the Mi’kmaq First Nations, Black Islanders,
the Lebanese community, the Acadian Community, the Chinese
community, and so on.
Many newcomers from a wide variety of cultures come to Charlottetown
with artistic talents. Public art projects provide newcomers with
opportunities for employment and social activities, which allow them to
discover a sense of belonging in Charlottetown.
Public art must extend beyond the downtown core to all wards to reach
these communities.

There are many opportunities to fund public art initiatives in
Charlottetown, including:

Public/Private Sector Collaborations
Percent- and non-percent-for art programs
And more!

Partial funding is available to support a six-month contract for an arts
advisor.
Once hired, this individual taps into other arts funding opportunities.
Charlottetown joins Creative Cities Network of Canada and taps into even
more opportunities.

A Cross-Section of Canadian Best Practices (Page 7)

 
Public Art Can Help Newcomers Find Belonging and Celebrate
the Undercelebrated (Page 8-9):

Possible Funding Streams (Page 10)
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Large Murals on plain sides of buildings
Water fountains
Bench Art
Painting the Irving tanks (Hillsborough Bridge)
Urban lounge furniture for our parks
Suspended overhead street lighting 
Lighting for our Historic Buildings
Artistically designed lighting systems
Locally made holiday decorations for downtown
Art in the City’s roundabouts

Launched in Winter 2020, Imagine Charlottetown is an initiative of the Arts
Advisory Board (AAB) introduced to engage and empower the public
surrounding the future of public art in Charlottetown, It provided a platform
for the public to submit their own public art ideas. The intention of this
campaign was to gain a better understanding of potential types and locations
of public art most desired by the individuals that live in our city; and to
compile an “Idea Bank” to inspire future public art projects. 

Ideas were submitted through a call for submissions process that encouraged
individuals to submit ideas freely. The ideas could be submitted as written
concepts, art suggestions, potential locations for public art, photos, or
examples from other locations around the world. The campaign was
disseminated in print through The Buzz and The Guardian, and online via
social media channels and the City of Charlottetown's website.
 
At the mid-point of the campaign, an event was held at The Guild to provide
the public with an overview of the various ideas received through the call for
submissions process, a chance to vote on their favorite submission to date,
and an opportunity to submit their own public art idea. The event was well
attended and garnered a lot of engagement from attendees, a true testament
to the keen interest surrounding the future of public art in our city.
 
The top 10 ideas as determined by those in attendance at the event were:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Mural/Painting: Involves creating an image on the side of a building
(mural) or the painting of any structure within the City (i.e., mailboxes,
garbage cans, fire hydrants, crosswalks, etc.)
Sculpture: Involves the installation of a sculpture or statue.
Nature: Involves the use of natural elements: landscaping, “living” artwork
or planting of trees, flowers, etc.
Urban Furniture: The installation of furniture: chairs, benches, games
tables.
Public Space: Involves the creation or modification of public space i.e.
pedestrian street, outdoor gym, viewing platform.
Public Event

Call for Submissions Results:

The ideas and feedback generated from the call for submissions were
compiled into a database and organized into key categories. This provides a
clear picture of the kind of art that the public wants to see. The categories
are as follows (itemized submissions can be found in Appendix A):

Summary of Imagine
Charlottetown
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they help groups unite around a collective identity
they build the reputation of a community to make it more attractive for
investment and population recruitment
they provide social benefits in areas like education and health,
especially mental health
they contribute directly to economic growth and indirectly by driving
tourism and influencing innovation

Arts and culture provide value beyond just beautification. 

A recent study from the Australian Academy for the Humanities examined
the role of arts and culture in jurisdictions around the word (A New
Approach, Insight Research Series, Report Four, 2020). It identified four
basic areas where arts and culture provides value to communities:

This final point is particularly telling for Charlottetown, where, as the centre
of arts and culture in Prince Edward Island, economic benefits are
disproportionately seen. According to Statistics Canada, close to 2,000
people on PEI make their primarily living in arts and culture, contributing
over $200M to provincial GDP.

The Provincial Government has begun to see the value of increased
investments in arts and culture, with the most recent provincial budget
including a $50,000 contribution a year towards a public art fund.
Early drafts of the unpublished business-led Partnership for Growth
strategy include a strong emphasis on growing arts and culture as drivers
of population growth and retention through improved quality of life.

In its official plan, the City of Charlottetown lays out its vision for the future:

“Charlottetown will prosper by building on its past and capitalizing on new
economic opportunities. A desire to create the best possible quality of life
for residents and visitors, now and into the 21st Century and beyond, will
ensure an attractive and welcoming community. Our status as Prince
Edward Island’s leading City will remain secure because of our
commitment to sustainable growth which utilizes existing resources and
consolidates development.”

The goals identified in this vision are all areas where arts and culture already
play a role and where strategic investment could leverage a much larger
contribution to Charlottetown’s prosperity and quality of life. 

Others are taking note:

The arts and culture sector on PEI is undergoing a transformation. There is
more activity than ever before with a new spirit of entrepreneurship and
dedication to community engagement. The time has never been better for
Charlottetown to strategically invest in arts and culture.

Strategic Investment in
Charlottetown’s Value Proposition
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A small city like Charlottetown provides the charm of an urban
experience but on a human scale: art galleries, excellent restaurants,
historical government buildings, theatres and sports fields are all close at
hand for people to enjoy and explore whether they live here, work here, or
come for a visit. Our reputation for being a family-friendly destination
certainly has benefitted from the international appreciation of Anne of
Green Gables and the banner of being the ‘Birthplace of Confederation’ has
amply served Charlottetown. 2021 in big red numbers at the foot of Queen
Street is a fun detail but also heralds a new year of changes and challenges.
 
Policies and programs that will attract Islanders AND visitors to
Charlottetown are a must. And an opportunity.
 
Concerns about downtown vitality include the reality that COVID-19 has
changed the way we work: businesses who were once seeking creative
ways to expand their work space are now seeing the impact that reduced
square footage has on their bottom line. The freedom of telecommuting
has also had a positive effect on the health and wellbeing of many
employees. People will continue to work from home long after COVID-19
has receded; this will impact local businesses. Imaginative public art could
aid in keeping the downtown vigorous. Public art that is whimsical, playful
and/or surprising could be a terrific multi-generational magnet to continue
Charlottetown's established family-friendly reputation. And the potency of
the delighted ‘selfie’ shared on social media as a vehicle for destination
exposure should not be underestimated. 

What would “whimsical, playful and/or surprising” public art entail? As PEI is
the smallest province, a policy of commissioning OVER-SIZED pieces could
be a real draw. Those huge crows made of rubber tires made the news. Art
in the Open once enhanced a city square with a gigantic spider web laced
into the trees. Both provided great ‘selfie’ material.

Murals can brighten drab buildings with unexpected images. And if an
interactive component can be included in the image [such as a hand reaching
down to be touched by the viewer] engagement can be dramatically
increased.

Fresh, innovative, one-of-a-kind work with a contemporary edge could
ensure Charlottetown becomes a place that people and businesses are
proud to say they are from, and as a desired destination for those who wish
they were.

An Attractive City =
Economic Development

"PEOPLE WILL CONTINUE TO WORK FROM HOME LONG

AFTER COVID-19 HAS RECEDED; THIS WILL IMPACT

LOCAL BUSINESSES. IMAGINATIVE PUBLIC ART COULD 

AID IN KEEPING THE DOWNTOWN VIGOROUS."
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The largest Maritime city, Halifax released the
Halifax Regional Municipality Cultural Plan in
2006.
This resulted in the creation of a new Public
Art Facilitator position responsible for
managing the City's Public Art Program, this
role grew into the Community Developer,
Culture + Events and Parks + Recreation. 
The expansion to the initial role has allowed
for the introduction of programs including
Gritty to Pretty and active participation in
national organizations such as the Creative
City Network of Canada. 
The City of Halifax targeted Business
Improvement Districts for incremental funding
dollars, tying a 1% levy of capital project
budgets to a Capital Program for Public Art,
which is then leveraged into additional artistic
funding dollars.

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA (pop. 412,000)

A Cross-Section of Canadian
Best Practices

The capital city of British Columbia operates
under the working document, Create Victoria
Arts and Culture Master Plan, which is
administered by the Arts, Culture and Events
Office (ACE), a one-stop shop for all artistic
and cultural events employing 7 FTE staff.
The ACE is funded by levies collected by the
Capital Regional District (encompassing
418,000 people living in the southern
Vancouver Island and Gulf Islands area) and
distributed to the District Arts Development
Fund. Funds collected through developer
levies are used to leverage both private and
public donations.
ACE has worked hard to ease red tape of
creation for artists and to create awareness
among developers of the importance of
public art, going as far as to create incentives
for developers to contribute to cultural
spaces. Create Victoria was developed to
have measurable outcomes which are
reported annually.

VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA (pop. 86,000)

DEDICATED STAFF

PUBLIC ART OR CULTURAL

MASTER PLAN

1% LEVY ON CAPITAL PROJECTS

COMMON THREADS:

2 31
In 2016, the Maritimes' "hub city" released the
City of Moncton Cultural Plan (2016-2026)
which resulted in the creation of a new
Cultural Development Officer position; a Public
Art Master Plan (2019-2029) followed a few
years later.
To build the city's artistic portfolio, an ad hoc
"Art in Public Places" committee was struck,
and a Public Art Reserve Fund was established
and funded via a 1% levy on total budgets (to a
maximum of $200,000) from all publicly
funded capital projects.

MONCTON, NEW BRUNSWICK (pop. 85,000)
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A statue designed by an Indigenous individual.

The City of Charlottetown should collaborate with Black Islanders to
commemorate a community whose history is often ignored or forgotten.
One suggestion is to add a piece of public art in the part of Old
Charlottetown that was once referred to as The Bog. This area is an
important legacy to the descendants of the Black community that once
called this part of Charlottetown home.

The Acadian community has some memorial presence at Skmaqn/Port-La-
Joye/Fort Amherst. The city could commemorate the Acadian settlement
and expulsion through public art in a way that mirrors the history across the
harbour. 

Some think of the Chinese community as a recent addition to our city, but
there has long been a Chinese community in Charlottetown whose
contributions should be celebrated. 

Public art to recognize the contributions of the Lebanese community or the
Indian community to Charlottetown. 
Public art and statues do not need to be representational and don’t have to
focus on individual historical people. We can also celebrate our artists,
athletes, volunteers, and famous personalities who make our city a better
place to live.

Public art and monuments tend to celebrate figures and events considered
to be of historical significance. Often statues are of political and religious
leaders, explorers, or war heroes; however, a large proportion of our community
is under-celebrated in our public art inventory despite their important and vital
contributions to our city and province. It is important to our ever-changing
community that we encourage public art that recognizes all members of our
city. Some examples could include:

Mi'kmaq First Nations:

Black Islanders:

Acadian Community:

Chinese Community:

Other Suggestions:

Celebrating the Undercelebrated

Artwork by Joshua Vettivelu at Art in the Open 2020 
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The Charlottetown airport, Confederation Bridge, and organizations like
the PEI Newcomer Association and Service Canada are the first spaces
that new immigrants encounter. 
Public art in these spaces, such as murals, graphic advertising,
sculptures, and so on, will make a strong first impression and embed
Charlottetown’s core values. 
This is an opportunity to enhance newcomers’ experience and
showcase the welcoming atmosphere and goodwill of the city. The
benefits are twofold: not only would it serve to welcome immigrants,
but also to build buzzworthy attraction for all visitors to Charlottetown.

The “Imagine Charlottetown” project gave new immigrants an
opportunity to express themselves creatively by submitting their appeals,
ideas, and artworks online. Despite a keen interest among newcomers to
participate in cultural activities, there is an insufficient budget for arts and
cultural activities to be truly inclusive of the newcomer population. Issues
include inadequate funding for advertising, publicity among communities,
and the lack of coordination among the various newcomer organizations.
Public art projects can be a valuable way to promote newcomer
engagement. Below are a few of the benefits of engaging with newcomer
communities through artistic and cultural initiatives: 

A Positive Introduction to Charlottetown:

Cultural activities are key to establishing Charlottetown as a unique
cultural hotspot. A city’s cultural activity is one of the leading strategies
that cities employ to reduce outmigration.
Frequent regional artistic and cultural events, paired with economic
development, infrastructure, and education, will make people want to stay
in Charlottetown.
Lower outmigration numbers mean a higher quality of life and a stronger
employee retention rate, which is an important factor for potential
business investment in Charlottetown.

Programs such as arts funding, art contests, and so on, encourage new
immigrants with artistic backgrounds or an artistic interest to participate
in Charlottetown’s culture.
These initiatives are key throughout the cultural integration phase.
Immigrants yearn for inclusion and belonging in a social circumstance of
multiculturalism. Cultural activities such as art festivals, public murals, or
events with connections to the newcomers’ countries of origins, paired
with language support to overcome language barriers, can help
newcomers feel a sense of belonging, resonate with their native culture,
relieve the culture shock, and effectively promote the coexistence and
co-prosperity of distinctive cultures.
Public cultural projects can create opportunities for new immigrants to
engage directly with established members of the community.
Newcomer inclusion can relieve social anxiety, improve mental health,
reduce feelings of homesickness, and improve their acceptance of their
new, unfamiliar social surroundings.

Partnerships with the education system will generate more opportunities
for youth to participate in their new cultural environment and provide a
platform for self-expression.

Cultural Initiatives Reduce Outmigration:

A Sense of Belonging:

Opportunities for Youth:

How Public Art Can Impact
Newcomers' Experiences

"Cultural activities ... can help newcomers feel a sense

of belonging, resonate with their native culture,

relieve the culture shock, and effectively promote the

coexistence and co-prosperity of distinctive cultures."
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Partner with local businesses to fund and install art on their property to
improve a building's - and neighborhood's - overall image.

Passing percent-for-art legislation takes a percentage (usually .5% to
2%) of publicly funded capital improvement projects per year for the
commissioning of public artworks which will usually be sited in, on, or
adjacent to the building or project being constructed. Percent-for-art
laws guarantee a funding stream for public art projects regardless of
what happens to city budgets or arts funding. The policy also
guarantees that public art projects will be planned each year, as long as
CIPs are underway and municipal construction continues.

It can provide a mechanism for obtaining funds from a broad range of
city agencies and departments. 
It can provide an opportunity to work with and introduce public art to
many city agencies, in many different types of projects, and in many
locations city-wide; and
In some cases, it allows for public art to be placed in more diverse areas
of the city, and can offset the negative reactions of a community to a
proposed development project.

Portion of Parking Meter Revenue
Portion of Annual Tourism Accommodation Levy Funds
Portion of Land Sales
Portion of Utility Bills
New Public Art Policy Fund through Innovation PEI

Securing adequate funding is the cornerstone of any public art program.
Below is a list of possible revenue streams for funding art through Imagine
Charlottetown: 

Funding Sources for Public Art:
Public/Private Sector Collaborations:

Percent- and Non-Percent-for-Art Programs:

Benefits of a percent-for-art:

Alternate Sources of Funding:

Canada Summer Jobs provides funding subsidies to Canadian employers
so that they may create career-related summer jobs for young people
aged 15 to 30 year who are full-time students intending to return to their
studies in the next school year.
Assistance level: Two-thirds of the cost up to $10,000

The Graduate Mentorship Program is an employment program developed
to help employers create long-term employment opportunities for
unemployed recent post-secondary graduates in their field of study. An
employer receives a temporary wage subsidy to provide mentorship and
a valuable work experience for a new full-time employee.
Assistance level: 50% wage subsidy up to a maximum of $19/hour

Employ PEI is an employment program developed to help employers
create long term employment opportunities for job seekers. An employer
receives a temporary wage subsidy to provide on-the-job training for a
new full-time employee.
Assistance level: 50% wage subsidy.

Summer Student Funding with wage subsidies up to 100%. The value of
the subsidy is based on the minimum wage in the province.

Staff Funding Opportunities
Here are possible grant programs to hire an individual who can be the
cultural point person for the City of Charlottetown, and who will investigate
revenue streams and submit applications for funding:

Canada Summer Jobs

Graduate Mentorship Program

Employ PEI

Jobs for Youth

Revenue Streams for Public Art
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Thank you for considering
supporting our ambitious vision
of a Charlottetown full of art!

Barbara MacLeod, Chair
Jennifer Campbell
Stephen MacInnis
Mark Sandiford
Cheryl Wagner
Na Lu (Lucy)
Brandon Hood

Laurel Lea, Tourism Officer
Doug Dumais, Community Engagement Assistant

This Report was Prepared by:
The City of Charlottetown Arts Advisory Board:

With Administrative Support From:


